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An Anglo-Australian Collaboration
In the spirit of the Commonwealth Games, an AngloAustralian collaboration of AL_A and Wood/Marsh
will lead the team. Our alliance is built on respect and
admiration, and a friendship that goes back over two
decades.
Indeed, collaboration epitomises the ethos of this project,
which contributes to enjoyment and culture through
dialogue and partnership.
We are a talented, engaging and passionate team that
balance intuition with strategic thought and rigour.

Shared Beliefs and Values
As a team, we have a set of beliefs and values that
underpin our work:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Power of ideas and conceptual thinking to drive design
Balance between complexity and intuition
Design beyond the built form
Explore the transformative potential of public space
Embed sustainability within our conceptual thinking
Challenge conventional wisdom
Merge design, technology and materiality
Establish transdisciplinary dialogues

Architects
AL_A

Architects
Wood/Marsh

Principal 		
Project Director

Amanda Levete
Maximiliano Arrocet

From the groundbreaking buildings of the Media Centre at Lord’s
Cricket Ground and the Selfridges department store in Birmingham,
to the expansion of the Victoria & Albert Museum, the most highly
anticipated cultural project for London, AL_A has made its mark
with work of originality and integrity, where concepts push clients
ambitions, aesthetics and technologies to their limits.
In its London studio, a multinational team of sixty is led by Principal,
Amanda Levete, and four Directors.
Recent commissions include a media campus for BSkyB, a new
contemporary cultural centre in Lisbon commissioned by EDP, and
a 1.5 million sq ft luxury shopping mall and hotel in Bangkok.

Landscape
Gross.Max
Director

Eelco Hooftman

GROSS. MAX., founded in 1995 has been widely regarded as
key exponents of a new generation of contemporary landscape
architecture. The practice has a strong international outlook both in
terms of nationalities and the locations of its commissions. GROSS.
MAX. has been presented the 2006 European Landscape Award
for their individual design concepts and major part in shaping the
style of landscape architecture in the early 21st Century.
Recent cultural projects include the Royal Festival Hall, the Turner
Contemporary and Hepworth galleries, and the Glasgow Museum
of Transport. Current projects include a linear park in the Central
Business District of Beijing and the transformation of the 380
hectare former Tempelhof Airport in Berlin into a 21st Century public
park.
Landscape
Form Landscape Architects
Director
Matt Franzman
Practice is based in Surfers paradise and has a great insight and
expertise in the local conditions.

An Anglo-Australian Collaboration

Directors
Roger Wood
		Randal Marsh
Roger Wood and Randal Marsh have been in private practice since
1983, and their early philosophical and aesthetic ideals have been
sustained to inform their architecture throughout the ensuing decades. Underpinned by a commitment to form, Wood Marsh’s diverse body of work is imbued with a sculptural quality that is aesthetically charged, uncompromising and intriguing.
The practice is renowned for its clarity of vision and its versatility,
with art galleries and wineries as deftly executed as the remarkable
urban infrastructure the firm has created in and around Melbourne,
where it is based.
Wood Marsh’s founding principles are exemplified by a sinuous,
sculptural quality of form, the play of solidity and transparency and
a limited material palette, reminders that contemporary architecture
can have a sense of permanence.
Whether concertedly or coincidentally, Wood Marsh remains unmoved by the ebb and flow of design trends, citing the arts, generally, rather than architecture specifically, as being of a greater influence on their practice. Inspired by music, dance, film and visual art,
in particular, the pair are proud that their work has been acquired
by the National Gallery of Victoria, the National Gallery of Australia,
RMIT University and private collectors.
The firm has received more than 40 architectural awards, including the 1998 and 2006 Victorian Architecture Medal, and has been
widely published and exhibited internationally.
Engineering
Arup
Director

Andy Sedgwick

Formed in 1946, Arup is a global firm providing engineering design,
planning and project management services in all areas of the built
environment. We provide the engineering and related consultancy
services necessary to every stage of a project, from inception to
completion and after. Arup now has over 9,000 staff based in 90
offices in over 30 countries and we work in mult-disciplinary teams
including structural, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineers,
which work together to develop the design of a building.
The work of these teams covers the entire process from the original
project briefing to the final building maintenance. An in-depth
understanding of the construction, use and adaptation of buildings
informs the team in its work - our priorities are our clients and our
industry, our creativity, our people, and sustainable development.
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AL_A

Wood/Marsh

Landscape

ACCA Victoria, Australia (1998)

Gross.Max (2008)

Australian Pavilion (EXPO 2010) Shanghai, China (2010)

Form Landscape Architects

Victoria & Albert Museum London, UK (2010)

V&A London (2010)

Royal Opera House London, UK (2012)

Central Embassy Bangkok, Thailand (2008)

Bourke Street Bridge Melbourne, Australia (2001)

EDP Foundation Cultural Centre Lisbon, Portugal (2010)

RMIT Building 220 Victoria, Australia (1995)

Media Centre, Lords Cricket Ground London, UK (1996)

Our Work

Selfridges Birmingham, UK (1999)

St Kilda Triangle Victoria, Australia (2006)
Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

The precinct is a unique ‘out of building’ experience formed by
the intersection of landscape and architecture. A pioneering way
of engaging with the landscape transforms a collection of diverse
programmes and conditions into a coherent whole.
We manipulate the play of light using shadows as a ‘material’
to extend the building beyond the built form and to refine and
sculpt the landscape.
Our design is the synthesis of the natural and the urban, everchanging in line with the path of the sun, the flow of water, and
the bustle of the people.
A vast permeable roof sails over the precinct, framing views
of a cityscape, which in turn provides the backdrop to the
performance. This two-way relationship will serve to root the
development in its context, setting up vistas out and inviting the
city in.
Emphasis will be placed on the iconography of the place, with
social interaction at is heart. The structure and the aesthetic
will be generated by concepts that promote involvement and
mutability.

Similarly, ripples of light become rays of water, both in the
encircling river, a reshaped lake and a series of new ponds and
water gardens. Pools at differing depths paints different tones
and intensities, capturing the magic of changing sea depths
from the turquoise to the azure to the almost transparent, all
within a man-made environment, and emphasised by planting
at the ponds’ bases. In turn, the ponds are key to the wider
sustainability of the precinct, affording water for cooling, a new
microclimate, and provides basins to mitigate heavy rainfall.
The transformative potential of the place is characterised by an
uncanny, yet reassuring, changeability. It is never the same place
twice — where morning light propels shadows in one direction
and where a daytime indoor exhibition gives way to a nighttime
outdoor concert. And every occasion gives cause to return
again.
Each visit to the precinct is assuredly an occasion. Whether it is
the glamour of an opening night, a hang out for beer after a day
catching waves, or simply being at one with the landscape. The
precinct is a destination for engaging with culture, reflecting on
nature and art, and meeting fellow visitors.

The singular roof structure is the defining feature of the out of
building experience, welcoming a number of programmatic
scenarios while accommodating both new and existing
buildings below. It swoops down to anchor itself firmly in the soil
before elegantly arching upwards to provide a platform for the
performance of public life.
In its entirety, the composition is crafted by a desire for an intuitive
reading of the complexity necessary to accommodate succinctly
the diverse array of galleries and theatres.
Alongside the enclosed elements of arts museum and living arts
centre, the landscape becomes waterscape becomes artscape,
with blurred distinctions and a distinct viability for each.
Car parking is slipped under the landscape, yet remains naturally
ventilated, elevating the cultural functions above. Arrival by car
is likely to seem the less attractive option given the romance of
arrival by water, aided by the inclusion of jetties for water taxis and
more direct access to the core of the precinct.

The game of shadows played out over the landscape and
the water will serve to mark both powerfully and ephemerally,
the continuum of sunrise into sunset and then into night. The
projection of the semi-transparent lucidity of shadows harness
the ineffable power of shade and transforms the precinct into
something softer, more diffuse and liminal.
As shadows lose their materiality (already wavering from the
roofs fringed perforations) they become something to be both
experienced and seen — their coolness giving way to the
warming heat of the sun. Extending their impact beyond the
confines of the structure, the shadows benevolently grace the
Evandale site and softenw the weight of the precinct’s effect.

main pond - event space

different colour ponds

water gardens

Our Thinking
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